May Forum

“The Widow Spy”, by Martha (Marti) Peterson
Monday, May 11, 7:00 p.m. Clubhouse

“The Widow Spy” is the personal story of one of the first women operations officers ever assigned to Moscow in the mid-70’s as told by Martha Peterson, the spy and author of this thrilling book. At our Forum, Martha will take us on her journey as a spy for nearly two years in Moscow, her fears of potential discovery, the challenges of placing dead drops and receiving secret packages from one of the most effective agents, TRIGON, whose documents revealed the plans and intentions for influencing world events and the negotiating positions of the Soviet officials in US talks. You will be sitting on the edge of your chair when you hear her recount how she was trapped and arrested and interrogated by the KGB and her experiences in the KGB’s most feared Lyubianka Prison.

Martha (Marti) Peterson

No episode of “Homeland” is more exciting than this real life story of this skilled and brave woman spying during the Cold War. At the conclusion of this electrifying talk Ms. Peterson will offer autographed copies of her book for sale.